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1.TOPIC:-CONCEPT OF DRUM, BRAKE LINING AND BRAKE ADJUSTMENT 
# DRUM BRAKE 
A drum brake is a brake that uses friction caused by a set of shoes or pads that press outward 
against a rotating cylinder-shaped part called a brake drum. 

 
The term drum brake usually means a brake in which shoes press on the inner surface of the 
drum. When shoes press on the outside of the drum, it is usually called a clasp brake. Where 



the drum is pinched between two shoes, similar to a conventional disc brake, it is sometimes 
called a pinch drum brake, though such brakes are relatively rare. A related type called a band 
brake uses a flexible belt or "band" wrapping around the outside of a drum. 
BRAKE LINING:- 
In this view of an automobile disc brake, the brake pad is the black material held by the red 
brake caliper. The brake lining is that part of the brake pad which actually contacts the metal 
brake disc (rotor) when the brake is engaged. 

 
 
# BRAKE ADJUSTMENT:- 
Brake adjustment divided into two types:- 

● Minor adjustment 
● Major adjustment 

1.Minor adjustment:- A minor servicing generally includes a comprehensive vehicle inspection 
and diagnostic checks, engine oil and filter replacement, vehicle greasing and tyre rotation by a 
professional factory-trained technician. It can be part of the logbook service and sometimes it 
will be referred to as a basic or general service. 
 
As a rough guideline - this really depends on our vehicle, engine type and also how your vehicle 
is being used - a minor service is required every 10,000km or every year. 

 
2.Major adjustment:- 
A major service includes replacing transmission and differential oils, which lubricates the ring 
and pinion gears that transfer power from the driveshaft to the wheel axles. You can also count 
on checking and replacing brake and clutch fluid, adjusting tappet clearance to make sure the 
most important parts in your engine keep running in optimal condition and checking and 
replacing wheel bearing grease, to name but a few of the additional items required.  



 
You can count on a major service after two minor ones, so about every three year or 30,000km. 
This is usually also the right time to think about replacing spark plugs, cabin and fuel filters and 
timing belts for example. Your logbook can tell you exactly when these services are necessary. 
2.TOPIC:- AIR BRAKE 
The brakes are applied by pushing down the brake pedal (also called the foot valve or treadle 
valve). The harder you push down on the pedal, the more air pressure is applied from the 
storage tanks into the brake chambers.The air pressure used to apply the brakes must be built 
up in the reservoirs by the compressor. 

 
 
PARKING AND EMERGENCY BRAKE:- 
In road vehicles, the parking brake, also known as a hand brake or emergency brake 
(e-brake),[1] is a mechanism used to keep the vehicle securely motionless when parked. 
Historically, it was also used to help perform an emergency stop should the main hydraulic 
brakes fail.[2] Parking brakes often consist of a cable connected to two wheel brakes, which is 
then connected to a pulling mechanism. In most vehicles, the parking brake operates only on 
the rear wheels,[3] which have reduced traction while braking. The mechanism may be a 
hand-operated lever, a straight pull handle located near the steering column or a foot-operated 
pedal located with the other pedals. 

● External contracting type. 
● Internal expanding type. 
● Disc type. 

 
 

 


